
UNDER: Underground Neutron 
Detection through nuclear Recoil
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Neutron background 

Fast neutrons background to current experiments 

Thermal neutrons: able to activate detector material, background for 
future large volume experiments 
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He3 (BF3) measurements 

Thermal neutron through capture: a peak over a large background of 
internal radioactivity (alphas mainly), to be estimated and subtracted to 
obtain the final result 

NOTE that several other laboratories felt the need to perform 
He3 measurements with low-radioactivity background 

Fast neutron: only through Cadmium and Polyethylene moderators, 
complicating detector efficiency and introducing additional uncertainty 
on yield and energy range 

Edelweiss He3 at LMS (2012)
Best He3 at LNGS (2016)
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Li6 scintillator measurement: upper limit 

Radiochemical technique (similar to chlorine solar experiments): only 1 
sigma 

Scintillator with proton recoil technique [2] (1999) 

Proton recoil technique is similar to nuclear recoil 

Authors recognize energy calibration with external gamma source was 
complicated and used internal alpha particles from internal radioactivity 
but had to estimate the contaminants from simulation (unable to resolve 
alpha lines) 

Alphas were also background to proton recoils  
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Here there are two available levels



UNDER: thermal and fast neutron flux measurement in 
LNGS Hall B with a CYGNUS demonstrator

Idea based on DRIFT measurement in Boulby 

A 1 m3 active volume with 2 back-to-back 50 cm drift NITPC with low 
radioactive content  

He:He3:SF6 gas mixture 

Fast neutron flux through usual nuclear recoil technique  

Thermal neutron flux through He3 capture with energy measurement plus 
tracking of tritium and proton recoil 

Readout choice to come from CYGNUS-TPC studies and optimization 

Two-stage measurements 

One year directional (i.e. lower pressure) measurement in Hall B above 
LUNA-MV  

Shorter non-directional (i.e. higher pressure) measurements in different 
location of the laboratories  

!
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Improvements w.r.t. current measurements: 

First background-free measurement 
One year measurement to see if flux change with season  

First measurement in Hall B  

First measurement with directionality 

First measurement with low-pressure TPC 

Improved spectral measurement (??? see question later on) 

Demonstrator for CYGNUS-TPC

UNDER: thermal and fast neutron flux measurement in 
LNGS Hall B with a CYGNUS demonstrator



Back-of-the-envelope estimation 

neutron capture cross section =~ 
600 neutron scattering cross 

section!

number of events based on DRIFT efficiencies & performances 
in the Boulby measurement (see Neil’s talk)!



VERY VERY TENTATIVE estimation of neutrons energy range



Lower energy threshold of DRIFT detected neutrons? 

What is the equivalent of 700 NIPs in terms of neutron 
energy that caused the recoil? I.e. which kind of neutron do 
we detect? 

Can be lowered with different readout/amplification? What if we add a 
GEM in front of wires? What about expectations from GEM readout?  

Can be extended above 6000 NIPs? 

READOUT: which choice?  

Go safely with wires since they already did it in Boulby? But what about 
amplification? 

Try one dimensional GEMs readout?  Thick? Thin? 

Go for a more sophisticated readout? Next years of R&D could see some 
technology emerge, maybe a staged approach  

Some (of the many) ideas for discussion



Very very rough possible costs evaluation 
(probably full of mistakes)

Can exploit DRIFT and all other experiment experience, maybe 
reuse some parts?

Even if out of a factor 2-3, still not very expensive


